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1/ I'm interested in Jack's history before he became a
sh*tposter extraordinaire. Jack earned a double degree in
Political Science & Broadcasting at Temple University.
Temple U is an interesting place 
 
@thespybrief 
@LouiseMensch 
@JamesFourM 

How Jack Posobiec Became the King of Fake News
The Trump troll the Internet loves to hate is a 32-year-old kid from Norristown.

https://www.phillymag.com/news/2017/09/16/jack-posobiec-trump-fake-news/

2/ Temple University has had a long association with China. It was there at the

ground floor of the relationship so to speak. Temple U offers collaborative degrees

with Tsinghua University China, in of all things, law 
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@JamesFourM  

@ericgarland
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3/ Temple University is very popular with Chinese students. Current stats reveal 44%

of Temple U international student intake is from China. The Chinese Govt promotes

Temple as a US study destination. One must ask, why? 
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4/ This is where it gets tricky for Temple University. Temple U is one of only 100

universities in the US that has a Confucius Institute on campus. These institutes are

fronts for intelligence recruitment of US citizens & control of Chinese students 
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5/ Temple U also has a branch of Chinese Students & Scholars Association. CSSA is a

United Front organization that operates on the campuses in Western countries. CSSA

is often directly controlled & given instructions by local Chinese Embassies 

 

@thespybrief 
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6/ So, back to Jack Posobiec. He went to a university that was crawling with Chinese

influencers, recruiters & intelligence types. Temple U is partners with Tsinghua

University China, a known centre for Chinese Intelligence training. Jack's next stop?

Shanghai  

 

@thespybrief
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7/ Jack Posobiec graduated and was working at an Italian Deli. Then he gets a job

with the American Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai. That's a pretty important job

folks, a very important one. Jack learns to speak fluent Mandarin in less than 2yrs 

 

@thespybrief  

@LouiseMensch
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8/ Posobiec gets back from China & joins the USN Reserve as an Intelligence

Officer.That seems to be a pretty damn dramatic career move after 2 years in China

with an important role in the Chamber of Commerce. A deployment to Gitmo seems

odd for a Mandarin speaking intel officer
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9/ So many unanswered questions about @JackPosobiec , like when did Jack first

meet Roger Stone? Because Stone was retweeting Posobiec in an integrated

information warfare format in September 2016 (Reuters). Jack's early years need a

good going over 
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